from Kathy Wills: The Division of Liberal Arts requests to be granted a prefix for new Liberal Arts course—LIBA. Once we have this prefix, we can remonstrance courses, and then offer courses under the LIBA prefix. The purpose of adding this prefix is to facilitate the growth of course offerings and minors for students, while crediting the Division of Liberal faculty. For example, we will offer the introductory course for the pending Leadership Minor under this new prefix. We request the LIBA prefix be approved by IUPUC Faculty Senate at the February 2013 meeting, please.

from Vicki Welsh-Huston: The prefix likely would be used to develop a capstone course for the general studies degree.

*This is actually an effort to seek an endorsement by the Senate of the request that our Division of Liberal Arts be granted access to this code within the larger IU system; the relevant form asks if the request has been endorsed by local faculty governance bodies.*